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We study a model of two risk-neutral �rms engaged in an innovation race. Time is continuous and

in�nite. Neither �rm discounts the future and each owns a unit of resources per unit of time. Firms

allocate their resources in continuous time either to `develop' with a slower incumbent technology

(1 − σt) or to conduct `research' for �nding a faster new technology (σt). With the incumbent

technology, �rms can generate an innovation at rate λL(1 − σt). By doing research, �rms can �nd

a new technology at a rate µσt. Once a �rm succeeds in research, the �rm can develop by using

the new technology that has a higher arrival rate λH > λL. The �rm that develops the innovation

�rst receives some rents Π from the innovation, but the other �rm does not. Firms pay a �ow cost

c at each point of time until making the innovation or quitting the race. It is publicly observable

whether a �rm makes the ultimate innovation, however �rms cannot observe the opponent's resource

allocations over time or technology levels.

We uniquely characterize a symmetric Markov equilibrium. Depending on the di�culty of the

research, the equilibrium falls into one of the three types of equilibria. First, when the research

is relatively easy (µ > µ1), �rms do research until they succeed, then they develop with the new

technology. Second, when the research is di�cult (µ < µ0), �rms never conduct in research, but

develop by using the incumbent technology. Last, when the di�culty of the research is intermediate

(µ0 ≤ µ ≤ µ1), �rms do research up to a certain date. If they succeed before that date, they develop

with the new technology. If not, they start mixing research and development at a constant level

(σ∗ ∈ (0, 1)). We show that the unobservability may lead to an ine�cient social outcome. We also

explore whether the �rms would voluntarily disclose their technology breakthroughs under various

patentable settings.
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